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EGOKITUZ: Laboratory of HCI for Special Needs
Research
• HCI & Assistive Technology
• Ambient Intelligence & Ubiquitous Computing

• Web Accessibility

Teaching
• Advanced interaction systems
• Networks, OS & HW design
• Accessibility & Usability

International activities
•
•

IFIP
•
•
EU
•
•

TC13 Human-Computer Interaction (1991-)
IFIP WG 13.3 HCI and Disability (1993-)
IFIP WG 13.1 Education in HCI and HCI Curriculum (1999-)
Adviser, reviewer, evaluator, expert roles
EU projects, COST European actions
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Egokituz Laboratory of HCI for Special Needs
• Created in 1985
• Social context:
• Crippled -> Disabled-> People with disabilities / People with special needs ->
People with functional diversity
• Accessibility was not considered a techno-scientific field
• Journals in 1985:
• ISAAC’s official journal : Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC), published
quarterly since 1985.

• Journal of Rehabilitation Research & Development (JRRD) [1963-2016] of the
Department of Veteran Affaires (USA) [Veterans Disability & Rehabilitation Research
since 2016]

• 1985: initial personal computers, no smartphones, no Web
• First EU accessibility call: TIDE 1990
W4All 2022, Lyon
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context:
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on Selected Areas in Communications 9(1) January 1991
• Crippled -> Disabled-> People with disabilities / People with special needs ->
Special
Section
on: Telecommunications
for People with Special
People
with functional
diversity
Needs
• Accessibility was not considered a techno-scientific field
• Journals
1985:
• J. Abascal,
L. inGardeazabal,
A. Arruabarrena: Providing
• ISAAC’s official journal : Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC), published
Telecommunications
Access to People with Special Needs
quarterly since 1985.
Journal of Rehabilitation
Research
& Development
[1963-2016]
• T. Miyasato:•VOICE-AID:
Pushbutton-to-Speech
System
for Vocally (JRRD)
Handicapped
People. of the

Department of Veteran Affaires (USA) [Veterans Disability & Rehabilitation Research
• H. W. Frowein,since
G. F. 2016]
Smoorenburg, L. Pyters, D.Schinkel: Improved Speech Recognition Through
Videotelephony: Experiments with the Hard of Hearing.

• 1985: initial personal computers, no smartphones, no Web
• First EU accessibility call: TIDE 1990
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1. Why work on accessibility to
Electronic Administration?
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e-Government
• The use by the Administration of
computers and networks, especially
the Internet, to provide public
services to citizens
• At any time from anywhere
• Especially convenient for people with
physical, sensory or intellectual
disabilities
W4All 2022, Lyon
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e-Government
• Guaranteeing access to the services
provided by Administration is crucial
• If the eGovernment is not accessible, users
with disabilities may suffer discrimination

Triggering question:
• Is ensuring accessibility to
eGovernment websites enough to allow
people with disabilities to access them?
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Not only eAdministration
• In addition to the Administration, many private companies offer remote
online access to their services
•
•
•
•

Banks
Power companies (gas, electricity, etc.)
Telecommunications (telephone, Internet, TV, etc.)
Insurances etc.

• due to diverse reasons
• Benefit for users
• COVID-19
• Benefit for the company: staff reduction -> savings

• Sometimes online services are the only choice
• Alternative ways (if required by law) do not always work correctly
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Spanish pensioners rally against
technological discrimination
https://medium.com/enrique-dans/spanish-pensioners-rallyagainst-technological-discrimination-4340dab6df0

• a Spanish retiree delivered a petition to the
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Digital
Transformation, and to the Bank of Spain.
• The “I’m old, not an idiot” campaign was
signed by more than 600,000 people
• protesting discrimination against older
people who either
• have no access to new technology or
• are unfamiliar and uncomfortable using online
banking services.

Using basic banking services has become a challenge for
a very significant part of the population.
• Spain’s banks closed half of their branches between
2010 and 2020, as well as laying off or retiring large
numbers of staff.
• banks now oblige their customers to carry out routine
operations online or through an ATM, which for many
older users is either impossible or inconvenient.

I’m Old, Not an Idiot.’ One Man’s Protest Gets Attention of Spanish Banks
W4All 2022, Lyon
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/25/world/europe/spanish-banks-protest-carlos-san-juan-de-laorden.html
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2. Accessibility to eGovernment
websites according to
international reports
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United Nations E-Government
Survey 2020

Digital Government in the Decade of Action for Sustainable
Development

• The number of eGovernment portals is
growing rapidly around the world.
• Are they performing well?

W4All 2022, Lyon
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United Nations E-Government Survey 2020
Persons with disabilities
• Situation:
• more than a billion people live with some form of disability, and 80% reside in the
developing world

• Results:
• Out of 148 countries that have government portals integrating responsive web design,
• only 71 have national portals that are accessible for persons with disabilities (in
line with W3C guidelines).

• Recommendation:
• “Mainstreaming disability and including persons with disabilities in policy
formulation and implementation and in the design, delivery and utilization of
public services constitute an important step in promoting social inclusion”
W4All 2022, Lyon
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United Nations E-Government Survey 2020
Older persons
• Situation:

• The lack of convenient access to social services through online portals or service
centres can reinforce their exclusion and keep them on the wrong side of the digital
divide.

• Results:

• Countries offering services to older persons increased from 128 in 2018 to 152 in
2020.

• Recommendations:

• Action must be taken to strengthen their digital skills and ensure that they have
access to the Internet.
• Governments need to identify and address the specific challenges faced by older
persons so that no one is left behind.
W4All 2022, Lyon
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United Nations E-Government Survey 2020
Implementation of technology indicators in city portals

the majority of the city portals
assessed were not compliant
with the WCAG 1

Alignment with accessibility
standards: 11.63%
W4All 2022, Lyon
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eGovernment Benchmark 2021
Entering a New Digital Government Era

• Accessibility issues in European
eGovernment portals:
• “As the web accessibility pilot indicates,

only 16% of websites comply with
the eight accessibility criteria that
have been measured”

W4All 2022, Lyon
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3. eGovernment deployment and
use
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Main eGovernment uses
• To obtain information
on procedures,
regulations, rights,
social assistance
opportunities, etc.
• To submit applications
for a large number of
diverse procedures
W4All 2022, Lyon
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e-Government advantages

• Ubiquity: eGovernment provides access to information and procedures
at any time and from anywhere
• Does not require the user to travel to the administration facilities at specific
times

• Huge savings for administrations (the work is done by the user)

W4All 2022, Lyon
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e-Government Requirements
When eAministration services are deployed, it is taken for grant that all
the users have:
• availability or access to a computer/smartphone, internet
• (some) computer/web literacy
• ability for user registration, logging and authentication
W4All 2022, Lyon
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e-Government drawbacks
• Limited ability to solve
specific problems
encountered by the user
• Poor feedback:
standardized; unclear;
slow…
• Not a human-on-theother-side
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Fill in all the following fields

Design quality
Poor design quality of some eGovernment
services

File number:
Date of the first execution:
Registry number:
Requested service code:
Application Status:

• Inadequate designs
• Complex procedures strictly following
the provider’s bureaucratic model
• Excessive texts including legal jargon
and long paragraphs about regulations
• Low consistency

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Design quality
Poor design quality of some eGovernment services
• Rigidity
• Strict formats incapable of adapting to
the diversity of users
• Fail when the user does not fully match
the “standard user”
• Unable to adapt to the user especial
features or provide solutions to
unexpected problems

W4All 2022, Lyon
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ERROR: Only numeric
characters accepted
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This (very much spread) screen-shot (obviously a fake) shows what people opines on many official applications
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Why this low design quality
• Single supplier:
• there is no competition ->
• there are no different options for the user (e.g.
parking meters)

• “Captive customers”:
• users are legally obliged to carry out specific
procedures (e.g. tax declaration)

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Who can find difficulties?
• Some people with disabilities
• with specific physical, sensory or cognitive
difficulties

• Some elderly people
• with particular physical, sensory or cognitive
difficulties

• Some foreigners, especially immigrants
• who do no speak the official language
• or do not match the local standards (e.g. different
documents)

• Some people in danger of exclusion
• dependent, poor, marginalized people (usually
without access to the required technology)

• Everyone in particular situations
• Not having access to specific documents,
registration numbers, etc. (e.g. having lost their
smartphones, or being in a hurry)

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Authentication issues
• Passwords
• need to remember username and valid
password (often complicated and meaningless)
• Some systems force users to change their passwords
periodically!

• requires manually entering a (usually blinded)
text string, which is prone to errors

Robin Christopherson (2018). A new way to log in will put an end to passwords, and that's good news for people with
W4All 2022, Lyon
disabilities https://abilitynet.org.uk/news-blogs/new-way-log-will-put-end-passwords-and-thats-good-news-people-disabilities
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Change Password
Old password
New password
Repeat new password

Your password MUST*
- be longer than 9 characters
- contain at least one alphabetic character, one number, and one symbol
- contain both upper and lowercase
- not have more than 2 repeating or consecutive characters
- not contain dates, places, names or other obvious information
DO NOT KEEP A WRITTEN COPY OF YOUR PASSWORD ANYWHERE
You Will be prompted to change your password every year
* taken from real web sites

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Authentication issues
• CAPTCHAs
• Need of accurate vision
• to identify scrambled codes (also hardly
identifiable for people with dyslexia)
• pictures containing a specific objects (also
difficult for cultural diversity: fire hydrants are
not frequent in many countries)

• Need of accurate audition to identify
alternative (difficult to understand) audio
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Authentication issues
• Biometric authentication systems
• compare physical or behavioral traits to stored,
confirmed, authentic data in a database.

• Not valid for all users
• require vision, dexterity and coordination to
place the fingerprint or face in the proper
position

W4All 2022, Lyon
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4. Is compliance with Accessibility
Guidelines sufficient to guarantee the
accessibility of eGovernment?
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What types of barriers do people encounter?

• People with disabilities, older people and other users experiment
serious difficulties to use eGovernment services, due to
• Accessibility barriers
• Usability issues
• Barriers due to specific characteristics of the eGovernment tasks

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Accessibility standards
• Accessibility barriers are well identified, verified, and possible
solutions are provided
• the ratio of eGovernment websites that are certified accessible is low
• there is a need to reinforce the application of accessibility guidelines,
accessible design, and user evaluations

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Usability criteria
• Usability issues are covered by
usability and user-centred design
methodologies and techniques

Jana Brech. Web Usability Definition
https://www.webwisewording.com/usability-definition/

• the ratio of eGovernment
websites with low usability is
high
• it is necessary to make designers
aware of the need to apply
usability guidelines, user-centred
design, and user evaluations
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Specific characteristics of eGovernment tasks
• The impact on accessibility of the administration procedures and tasks
is seldom studied
• There is a need to identify and characterize the specific issues experienced by
people with disabilities to use eGovernment websites
• And to research and propose methods and techniques to enhance their design
and to overcome identified problems

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Accessibility-in-use of public e-services: An
exploratory study including users with low vision
• Research:
• Accessibility-in-use evaluation based on an exploratory study of 5 public eservices with 10 participants, 5 of whom were people with low vision.
• The eServices were “fully accessible according the standards”
• They claim to conform to accessibility standards
• We did not found critical accessibility issues through an expert evaluation

• Results:
• barriers found by most participants but particularly for those with low vision
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Accessibility-in-use of
public e-services: An
exploratory study
including users with
low vision

Sala A., Arrue M., Pérez J.E., Valencia X. (2019) Accessibility-in-use of public e-services: An exploratory study including users with low visión. In
W4All 2022,
Lyon ACM. DOI: 10.1145/3335595.3335653
Procs. Int. Conf. Human-Computer Interaction, Interacción
19, Donostia,
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Answering the triggering question
The starting question was:
• Is ensuring accessibility to eGovernment websites enough to allow
people with disabilities to access them?
According to our studies the answer is:
• No. It isn’t.

W4All 2022, Lyon
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5. Some Egokituz’s contributions
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Our approach to eGovernment accessibility for
people with low vision
•
•

To analyse the barriers experienced these users
To enhance the accessibility to online forms for these users

RemoTest Tool

Problem Detection

METRICS

W4All 2022, Lyon

Transcoding
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Inclusive Web Empirical Studies in Remote and In-Situ
Settings: A User Evaluation of the RemoTest Platform
• RemoTest, is a platform that assists researchers designing
experiments, conducting remote experimental sessions and
analysing the data gathered while the users are accessing the Web.
• Created to implement (longer) Web accessibility evaluation tests
•
•
•
•

with real users with disabilities
performing real tasks or activities
In their own environment
with their own (well adapted) equipment

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Inclusive Web Empirical Studies in Remote and In-Situ
Settings: A User Evaluation of the RemoTest Platform
• Analysing:
• ease of the installation process,
• accessibility of the automatically generated questionnaires, and
• user satisfaction.

• Results:
• the evaluation environments created by RemoTest are accessible to the
participants.
• the platform is suitable for conducting inclusive remote and in-situ
experiments
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Inclusive Web
Empirical
Studies in
Remote and InSitu Settings: A
User Evaluation
of the
RemoTest
Platform

Arrue M., Valencia X, Pérez J.E., Moreno L., Abascal J. (2019) Inclusive Web Empirical Studies in Remote and In-Situ Settings: A User Evaluation
W4All 2022,
Lyon
of the RemoTest Platform, Int. Jour. of HCI, 35:7, 568-583,
DOI: 10.1080/10447318.2018.1473941

!
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Our approach to eGovernment accessibility for
people with low vision

RemoTest Tool

Problem Detection:
identification of the
main barriers

METRICS

W4All 2022, Lyon
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eGovernment Services for People with Low
Vision
Problem detection
• Many public e-services require completing and submitting online-forms.
• this is not always accessible for people with low vision

• Objective:

• to identify the most difficult tasks and steps to improve the user experience in egovernment services.

• How

• a user test of 5 Spanish public eServices with 10 participants (5 of them with low
vision).

• Results:

• identification of the main barriers they found in each step of the process and
• highlighted the best approaches for implementing more accessible e-services.
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Discordance between general Web accessibility
and eGovernment accessibility

• All the eServices analysed claimed to be accessible according to some
level of compliance with the WCAG.
• But they presented barriers for people with low vision

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Towards Less Complex
E-government
Services for People
with Low Vision: An
Evaluation of Five
Spanish Public Web
Services
Sala A., Arrue M., Pérez J.E., Valencia X. (2019) Accessibility-in-use
of public e-services: An exploratory study including users with low vision. In
W4All 2022, Lyon
Procs. Int. Conf. Human-Computer Interaction, Interacción 19, Donostia, ACM. DOI: 10.1145/3335595.3335653
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Our approach to eGovernment accessibility for
people with low vision

RemoTest Tool

Problem Detection

METRICS for
complexity

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Measuring complexity of e-government services
for people with low vision
• Many public e-services use online-forms
Results:
• Metrics for the complexity of public e-services forms for people with low
vision
• Some key aspects to be included in online-forms identified

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Measuring complexity
of e-government
services for people
with low vision

Sala A., Arrue M., Perez J.E., Espín-Tello S.M. (2020) Measuring complexity of e-government services for people with low vision.
W4All
Lyon
W4A '20, April 20–21, 2020, Taipei, Taiwan. © 2020
ACM.2022,
ACM https://doi.org/10.1145/3371300.3383350
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Our approach to eGovernment accessibility for
people with low vision

RemoTest Tool

Problem Detection

METRICS

W4All 2022, Lyon

Automated adaptation
system based in
transcoding
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Automated Adaptations for Improving the Accessibility
of Public E-Services Based on Annotations
• descriptive model for e-services
adaptation based on ontologies
containing

• e-service annotations
• user features and
• techniques required for adapting e-services to
people with disabilities.

• automated adaptation system (based on
this model)
• proof of concept: adapted versions of 3
Spanish public e-services, for users with low
vision
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Adaptation techniques
• How the navigation experience of people with low vision is
improved:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing uniform style for e-services
Structuring the process in steps
Ordering and grouping components in steps
Identifying overall progress of the process
Changing the presentation to high contrast colours
Resizing components
Replacing the selection components
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Original page:
“Appointment:
mandatory to be
attended at the
benefits office”

Applicat details:
Zip code:
ID:

Available services

CAPTCHA
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Security
Question
“Security
Question”

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Transcoded
page:
“User ID”

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Transcoded
page:
“Service
selection”
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Automated Adaptations for
Improving the Accessibility of
Public E-Services Based on
Annotations

Sala A., Arrue M., Perez J.E., Espín-Tello S.M. (2021) Automated Adaptations for Improving the Accessibility of Public E-Services Based on
W4All
2022,
Lyonpp. 373–382, 2021. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-85610-6_22
Annotations. C. Ardito et al. (Eds.): INTERACT 2021,
LNCS
12935,
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6. Other issues affecting
eGovernment accessibility
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Using mother language to interact with
eGovernment
• To ensure equality, eGovernment needs to provide interaction in the citizen’s mother tongue.
• Many countries have more than one language, but in many cases not all of them are official.
• When eGovernment services are only provided in the official/majoritarian languages, speakers of
minoritarian languages are discriminated.

• Is this issue connected to Web Accessibility?
• It has some relation to cognitive accessibility
• It is an important aspect of eGovernment accessibility

• eGovernment accessibility researchers can help minority languages
• Using simple language
• Supporting the use of bilingual Web browsers (that simultaneously display both the official language and minority
language versions)

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Using mother language to interact with
eGovernment
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Using mother language to interact with
eGovernment
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eGovernment and digital divide
• Digital divide:
• the gap between people who have access to affordable, reliable Internet service (and the necessary skills) and
those who lack it.

• Who is affected?
• People with limited access (or no access) to laptops/smartphones, Internet/Web, updated browsers and
• It occurs in some developing countries and disadvantaged populations in developed countries

• Affected people accesses electronic administration mainly through smartphones
• Interesting experiences (e.g. in India)

• eGovernment designs should consider the use of
• Smartphones
• Deprecated hardware and software, and low bandwidth connections

W4All 2022, Lyon
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Conclusion
• eGovernment websites have particular features that require special
accessibility support (in addition to standard usability and web
accessibility)
• There are socio-economic barriers (language, digital divide, etc.)
• that designers cannot face
• but they can soften their impact by applying an adequate design

• Public awareness

• In general, it is necessary to make policy makers, designers and general public
aware
• of the social exclusion created by inaccessible eGovernment websites
• of the need of make an especial effort to integrate affected population
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Egokituz researchers
The people at the Egokituz lab are
continuously working in web accessibility
• Myriam Arrue (leading Web Accessibility
Team)
• Sandra Espín
• Aritz Sala

Other members of Egokituz are working
in parallel fields:
• Nestor Garay (digital accessibility)
• Xabier Gardeazabal (Assistive Robotics)

All of them are open to collaboration
W4All 2022, Lyon
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Thank you
very much to
the W4A
community
W4All 2022, Lyon
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